
Ju-Ju-Be 'Be Mine' Bag

PRODUCT: Ju-Ju-Be Be Mine Bag ( www.jellybeangroup.co.uk )

  

DESCRIPTION: A small clutch/wristlet/wallet mini handbag to hold all mum's essentials.
Features include Teflon coated exterior, Agion anti-microbial treated interior, multiple storage
compartments, lip gloss loop, mini mirror, extendible pen, wrist strap, and shoulder strap
extender. Available in a range of colours and patterns. Dimensions 3.8 x 12.7 x 12.7cm.
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Ju-Ju-Be 'Be Mine' Bag

GOOD POINTS: The 'Be Mine' is a wonderfully convenient little bag designed purely for mum. Itis a large wallet-sized 'pouch' which is intended to be a convenient and quick alternative (oraddition) to a changing bag for those quick trips out...for example, if you need to dash to thelocal shops with baby, you can simply grab the 'Be Mine' and leave the nappies and bottlesbehind! Its short handy strap enables the bag to be clipped around a pushchair handle or wristfor quick and easy access (there are two D-rings on the side of the bag to suit your carryingchoice), or alternatively it is small enough in size to slip inside your normal change bag. Inaddition, the bag comes with a separate strap extender to enable the bag to be converted to amini shoulder bag for a night out!  The bag comes in a great choice of plain and patterned designs and colours to suit all tastes,with a great finish and lovely attention to detail, including a wonderfully embroidered Ju-Ju-Bestar-shaped logo on every bag and substantial chunky metal hardware, complete with sparklinggem centres.   The 'Be Mine' has a teflon coated external fabric for easy cleaning and protection from spillsand other messiness. The linings are waterproof to contain spills, and agion coated to preventbacterial growth. Their light colour allows you to easily see contents.   The interior is accessed via a zip around the sides of the bag, allowing it to be opened fully foreasy access to contents. There are multiple compartments to house essential belongings,including a larger gusseted elastic pocket, two card sleeves to store essential ID, credit andstore cards, and a separate zippered pocket to fit mobile phones. In addition, a further zippedpocket on the outside rear of the bag is perfect for storing cash and spare change for thoseessential purchases! The bag comes complete with a small mirror to check your make-up, alarge elasticated loop to hold your favorite lip gloss, and even an extendible Ju-Ju-Be pen tosign cheques or jot down important reminders.  In our opinion, this is a wonderfully compact and accessible 'grab' bag, suitable for hands-freeshopping trips and excursions with or without baby, with bags of room to store all mum's littleessentials!  BAD POINTS: None that we can find!  PRICE: £24.95          Click here to go to all product reviews    Click here  to go to all articles      
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